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Within the hydrological process, infiltration is a key component as control the partitioning of the rainfall into
runoff or soil water (Cerdà, 1997). And the infiltration process is determining the fate of the soil development and
the human impact in the soil system (Brevik et al., 2015). On forest soils, the infiltration use to be high due to the
macropore flow, which drainages the surface runoff usually generated by the hydrophobic response of soil reach
in organic matter (Hewelke et al., 2015) or as a consequence of forest fires (Jordán et al., 2010; Pereira et al.,
2014) due to the development of water repellent substances (Mao et al., 2015), which are mainly associated to the
ash (Pereira et al., 2014; Pereira et al., 2015). To understand the role the infiltration plays in the soil development
and the runoff generation is important, and also is necessary to understand how some factors such as vegetation,
crust, stones, litter, mulches. . . play in the hydrological, erosional and pedological system (Cerdà, 2001; Keesstra,
2007; Liu et al., 2014; Bisantino et al., 2015; Cassinari et al., 2015, Cerdà et al., 2015; Mohawesh et al., 2015;
Terribile et al., 2015). The well-know importance of the infiltration process did not resulted in the research on the
infiltration on urban areas, although there is where the infiltration is more altered.
Water infiltration is extremely important in urbanized areas, since the majority of the surfaces are sealed by
concrete, asphalt and other materials. Soil sealing increases exponentially the impacts of flash floods and reduces
soil infiltration capacity. This decreases importantly one of the most important services provided by soil: water
storage and infiltration. In this context, the existence of green areas and urban parks are of major importance to
mitigate the impact of human settlements in soil water infiltration. The aim of this work is to assess the spatial
distribution of steady-state soil water infiltration in the larger urban park in Vilnius, Vinguis Parkas. The studied
area is located near the Neris River and occupies an area of approximately 162 hectares. Inside the park a total
of 95 randomly points were selected to measure soil steady infiltration, between April and September of 2016.
At each sampling point, 4 infiltration measurements were carried out using a cylinder infiltrometer with 15 cm
higher and a diameter of 7 cm (Cerda, 1996). Each experiment has the duration of 1 hour and the measurements of
the infiltrated water were carried out 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55 and 60 minutes (Cerda, 1996).
The steady state infiltration value of each sampling point corresponds to the average value of the 4 measurements.
In each point, the 4 measurements were separated by 5 meters to take in account the spatial variability (Neris
et al., 2013). In total 380 infiltration tests were carried out (95x4). Previous to data modelling, data normality
was assessed using the shapiro wilk-test and homogeneity of the variances, using Levene test, respectively. The
original data was not normally distributed and, only respected the Gaussian distribution and heteroscedasticity
after a logarithmic transformation. Data modelling was carried out using transformed data. The accuracy of
steady-state soil infiltration spatial distribution was carried out testing several interpolation methods, as Inverse
Distance to a Weight (IDW) with the power of 1,2,3,4 and 5, Local Polynomial methods, with the power of 1 and
2 Radial Basis Functions – Spline With Tension (SPT), Completely Regularized Spline (CRS), Multiquadratic
(MTQ), Inverse Multiquadratic (IMTQ) and Thin Plate Spline (TPS) – and Geostatistical methods as, Ordinary
Kriging (OK), Simple Kriging (SK) and Universal Kriging (UK) (Pereira et al., 2015). Methods performance was
assessed calculating the Root Square Mean Error (RMSE) from the errors obtained from cross-validation. The
results showed that on average steady state infiltration rate was 69 mm h-1, with a minimum of 12.72 mm h-1
and a maximum of 692.31 mm h-1. The spatial variability was extremely high (coefficient of variation of 153.71).
Among the methods tested the most accurate was SK (RMSE=0.542) and the least precise TPS (RMSE=0.695).
With the exception of the IDW5, all the correlations between observed and estimated values were significant at a
p<0.05. All the residuals followed the normal distribution. Steady state infiltration was high in the southern and
central part of the plot (where the human impact is high) and low in the northern part of the park, where forests

are denser.
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